
The Swiss Ecosystem 
for Vulnerability Collaboration 

and Public Trust
bugbounty.ch





Vulnerabilities
•Breeding ground of cyberattacks

•Existence often unknown

•Finding and remediating needs collaboration

•Today vulnerability collaboration is hard

•Fragmented processes and tooling





Bug Bounty
•Very effective in finding hidden vulnerabilities

•Often start of vulnerability management

• Internal and external collaboration

•Building security community





Bug Bounty Programs 
are much more 

than just getting 
on a platform. 



What hinders many companies
•Missing Skills

•Missing Experience

•Missing Resources

•Missing Structures

•Missing Mindset



We are making bug 
bounty programs 

accessible.



Consulting SaaS Platform Managed 
Services

Enablement
Communication
Transformation

Collaboration
Actionability
Intelligence

Program Steering
Community Building

Operations and Triage

We provide a Bug Bounty Ecosystem



Switzerland needs 
the holistic approach 

of an ecosystem.



Collaboration beyond organizational 
borders



Would it not be nice?
•Frictionless

•Most efficient

•Transparent 

•On all hierarchy levels

•Beyond organizational borders



Bug Bounty Switzerland SaaS Platform



Vulnerability Collaboration
•Central overview vulnerabilities & processes

•Decentralized processing & remediation 

•Mapping of team structures & organizational units

•Seamless integration into existing tooling

•Promotes real actionability for all users 





Ecosystem drives platform growth

Customers
(+ ~500%)

Users
(+ ~2000%)



Dashboard with Actionable Insights



Actionable Insights
•Performance of involved parties

•CISO portfolio update

•Process optimizations

•Budget estimations

•Hacker patterns



How could you 
participate?



Fulltime Penetration Tester
Made 37K CHF additional income over the last two months

«Hey Guys ;)

First of all, thank you for delivering 
such a cool platform and the great 
work you do! 

You have awakened my Bug 
Bounty spirit again to the fullest - 
your programs are such a thrill!»



Bounties paid out by location

70%
in Switzerland

30%
to foreign countries 



We are looking for security heroes like you!

Register as a researcher: 
bugbounty.ch/hacker 

Apply for an engineering or security job:
bugbounty.ch/jobs

Become one of our beloved clients:
bugbounty.ch/kontakt



Let’s make the world
a better place together.



Outro
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